Abstract. A well known result due to Andrásfai, Erdős, and Sós asserts that for r ě 2 every K r`1 -free graph on n vertices with δpGq ą 3r´4 3r´1 n is r-partite. We study related questions in the context of weighted graphs, which are motivated by recent work on the Ramsey-Turán problem for cliques. §1. Introduction appearing here is optimal, as can be seen by looking at balanced complete r-partite graphs. Simonovits [16] proved that this extremal configuration is subject to a stability phenomenon roughly saying that a K r`1 -free graph with almost the maximum number of edges is "almost" r-partite. edges admits a partition
§1. Introduction 1.1. Simple graphs. Extremal graph theory began with Turán's discovery [20] that for r ě 2 every n-vertex graph G with more than appearing here is optimal, as can be seen by looking at balanced complete r-partite graphs. Simonovits [16] proved that this extremal configuration is subject to a stability phenomenon roughly saying that a K r`1 -free graph with almost the maximum number of edges is "almost" r-partite. Theorem 1.1 (Simonovits) . For every r ě 2 and ε ą 0 there exists some δ ą 0 such that every K r`1 -free graph G on n vertices with at least`r´1 r´δ˘n A standard proof of Theorem 1.1 starts with the observation that an iterative deletion of vertices with small degree allows us to reduce to the case that δpGq ą`r´1 r´η˘n holds for an arbitrary constant η ! ε chosen in advance. One then takes a clique of order r in G, whose existence is guaranteed by Turán's theorem, and observes that the joint neighbourhoods Ă W 1 , . . . , Ă W r of the pr´1q-subsets of this clique are mutually disjoint independent sets, since otherwise G would contain a K r`1 . Finally, the minimum degree condition ensures that these sets cover all but at most rηn vertices of G, for which reason any partition V pGq " W 1 Ÿ . . . Ÿ W r with W i Ě Ă W i for all i P rrs has the desired property.
As a matter of fact, however, the second part of the argument can be omitted by appealing instead to a result of Andrásfai, Erdős, and Sós [1] telling us that an appropriate minimum degree condition of the form δpGq ą`r´1 r´η˘n implies that K r`1 -free graphs are r-partite. For an elegant alternative proof of this fact we refer to Brandt [4] . n appearing here is optimal. This can be seen by constructing for some n divisible by p3r´1q a graph G on a set V of n vertices having a partition
such that
and |B 1 | " . . . " |B r´2 | " 3n 3r´1
, and whose set of edges is as follows:
‚ there are all edges from a vertex in A i to a vertex in A i`1 , where the indices are taken modulo 5; ‚ all edges from A i to B j , where i P r5s, j P rr´2s;
‚ and all edges from B j to B j 1 , where j, j 1 P rr´2s are distinct. 
Weighted graphs.
The concepts and problems discussed in the previous subsection make sense in the broader context of weighted graphs as well. For the purposes of this article, these are defined as follows.
Definition 1.3.
A weighted graph is a pair G " pV, wq consisting of a finite vertex set V and a symmetric function w : V 2 ÝÑ R ě0 such that wpx, xq " 0 holds for all x P V .
Here the word "symmetric" means that we require wpx, yq " wpy, xq for all x, y P V .
The notions of subgraphs, induced subgraphs, and isomorphisms extend in the following way from ordinary graphs to weighted graphs. pxq, ϕpyq˘for all x, y P V .
For two weighted graphs F and G we say that G is F -free if G does not possess any subgraph isomorphic to F . More generally, if F is a set of weighted graphs such that G is F -free for every F P F , then G is said to be F -free. The natural analogue of the "number of edges" of a weighted graph G " pV, wq is, of course, the quantity epGq " Similar as in this case, the generalised Turán densities
are easily shown to exist. Questions concerning ex D pn, F q and π D pF q are often studied in the literature, both for their own sake (see e.g. [9, 15] ) and due to their connection with other parts of extremal combinatorics.
For instance, De Caen and Füredi [5] realised that such results addressing the case where if t ě 4 is even.
(1.1)
The even case is much harder and in their solution Erdős, Hajnal, Szemerédi, and Sós applied a result on the Turán density of a certain t0, 1, 2u-valued collection F t of weighted graphs to a reduced graph obtained by means of Szemerédi's regularity lemma [19] . These specific families F t of weighted graphs are introduced in Definiton 1.5 below.
A few years ago, Fox, Loh, and Zhao [8] proved f 4 pδq "
In an attempt to generalise some of their arguments to larger even cliques we realised that the values of the Ramsey-Turán density function f t pδq can be determined explicitly for δ ! t´1. Notably in [13] we proved that
if t ě 4 is even holds provided that δ is sufficiently small in a sense depending on t. In order to obtain these precise formulae we needed a stability result in the spirit of Theorem 1.1 but for the collections F t of weighted graphs mentioned above (see e.g. [13, Proposition 3.5] ). While working on this subject, we proved the corresponding analogues of the Andrásfai-Erdős-Sós theorem as well. Eventually it turned out that these stronger results where, strictly speaking, not needed for the purposes of [13] and, since this article is already quite lengthy without them, we decided to publish them separately. They form the main contribution of the present work. 
Erdős, Hajnal, Szemerédi, and Sós proved in [6] that
if t ě 4 is even, which in turn leads to (1.1) via the regularity method for graphs. In order to state the related results in the spirit of Theorem 1.2 one needs a notion of minimum degree for coloured graphs and it will be useful to have a notion of homomorphisms as well.
Now if G " pV, wq denotes a coloured graph and x P V , it is natural to call dpxq "
the degree of x. Moreover, the quantity δpGq " mintdpvq : v P V u will be referred to as the minimum degree of G.
Definition 1.6.
A homomorphism from a weighted graph G " pV, wq to a weighted graph
with the property that any two distinct vertices
For odd indices, we shall obtain the following. appearing in Theorem 1.7 is optimal.
As in Ramsey Turán theory, the even case will be much harder. The reason why we stated this only for r ě 3 is that for r " 2 one can easily show a stronger result. This is because F 2 consists only of a red edge and a blue triangle. Hence a direct application of the case r " 2 of Theorem 1.2 shows that the desired conclusion can already be obtained from the weaker minimum degree assumption that δpGq ą 2 5 n. For r ě 3, however, the constant 14r´24 7r´5
appearing in Theorem 1.8 is optimal. This can be seen by taking n to be an arbitrary multiple of 7r´5, a vertex set V of size n with a partition
, and We already know that the coloured graph G under consideration is F -free for some set F of coloured graphs and we would like to show that for a certain other coloured graph F it must be the case that G is F -free as well. The usual strategy for handling such a problem begins by assigning a positive integral weight γ z to every z P V pF q. Assuming for simplicity that F itself would be a subgraph of G we obtain
Consequently there will exist some vertex x P V such that
The basic plan to proceed from this point is that we try to proof by means of some case analysis that this conditions implies V pF q Y txu to support some member of F , which would constitute a contradiction. Often the situation will be a bit more complicated and we will need to iterate this argument multiple times before such a contradiction emerges.
For analysing the condition (2.1) it is usually helpful to rewrite it in terms of the function 
we define
In view of 
Since all edges of H 0 are blue and V pH 0 q has size q, we know that G contains a copy of H 0 . Now let k˚denote the largest integer in r0, b´1s with the property that G contains a copy of H k˚a nd put p˚" p k˚.
Let A Ÿ B Ÿ C Ď V pGq be the vertex set of such a copy with the notation as above. and our maximal choice of k˚entails that G does not contain an H k˚`1 .
First Case: k˚ă 2b´q´1.
This yields p˚" p k˚`1 " 0 and B " ∅. We assign the weight 3 to the vertices in A and the weight 2 to the vertices in C. In view of q ą b the total weight of all vertices in A Ÿ C is 3k˚`2pq´k˚q " 2q`k˚ď 2b`q´2`1 2 pq´b´1q "
p3q`3b´5q .
Writing γ z for the weight of every vertex z P A Ÿ C we find, by the argument leading to (2.2), a vertex x P V pGq satisfying
Owing to the integrality of the left side we obtain Second Case: k˚ě 2b´q´1.
Observe that now we have p˚" k˚`q`1´2b and p k˚`1 " p˚`1. This time we assign the weight γ z " 2 to every z P A and the weight γ z " 1 to every z P B Ÿ C. Proof. Let q be maximal with BK q Ď G and assume for the sake of contradiction that q ě r`1. Due to G 2r`1,1 " BK 2r we have q ă 2r and, hence, the number b " 2r`1´q
, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that either Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we look at the largest integer q with BK q Ď G and observe that G 2r,1 " BK 2r´1 shows q ď 2r´1. So assuming q ě r`1 Lemma 2.1 would again tell us that either BK q`1 or G 2r,2r´q is a subgraph of G, both of which is absurd.
Actually, this argument only requires the lower bound δpGq ą`2´1 2 6r´5˘n
on the minimum degree of G, which is less than what we stated.
In order to define the homomorphism demanded by Theorem 1.8 it would be tremendously helpful to know that no induced subgraph of G with three vertices has exactly one red edge. While not being true in general, this assertion will turn out to hold in the important special case that all edges of G that are not themselves red belong to the common red neigbourhood of some RK r´2 (see Lemma 4.7 below). This property of G can in turn be derived from a certain "edge-maximality" condition (see Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.6 below). The definition that follows facilitates talking about this plan.
Definition 4.2.
Let G " pV, wq be a coloured graph.
(a ) If G is F 2r -free and every F 2r -free coloured graph G 1 " pV, w 1 q having G as a subgraph (i.e., satisfying w 1 px, yq ě wpx, yq for all x, y P V ) coincides with G, then we say that G is extremal.
(b ) A blue or green edge of G is called secure if it is contained in the common red neighbourhood of some RK r´2 .
(c ) A wicked triangle in G is a triple px, y, zq of distinct vertices, such that xy is red and xz, yz are either blue or green. If in this situation both xz and yz are blue, then px, y, zq is said to be a blue wicked triangle.
We shall see later that one only needs to deal with the extremal case when proving Theorem 1.8. As indicated above we will prove in this case that all blue and green edges are indeed secure and that wicked triangles do not exist. We commence with the easiest of these claims, the security of blue edges. At this moment we could already rule out the existence of blue wicked triangles (see part (i ) of Lemma 4.7 below). However, the argument for doing so is very similar to the proof that, provided the green edges are secure as well, there cannot be any wicked triangles at all. For this reason we postpone this step and consider the green edges first.
But it will be important to remember that we may already assume the absence of blue wicked triangles when treating the security of green edges.
As a further preparation towards this latter task we need to exclude a configuration that is closely tied to the example given at the end of the introduction demonstrating the optimality of the minimum degree condition in Theorem 1.8. 
So the total weight of all vertices is 7pr´3q`6¨2`2¨2 " 7r´5 and the standard argument leads to a vertex x P V pGq with This inequality allows us to analyse the set T " tq P Q : r wpx," 2u. Proof. Recall that G has to be tBK r`1 , Ju-free by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.5. Now consider any green edge xy of G and denote the coloured graph that one obtains from G when one recolours xy to become blue by G 1 . Due to the extremality of G we know that G 1 cannot be F 2r -free. Exploiting that G is BK r`1 -free it is easily seen that G 1 must contain a G 2r,r´1 with x and y among its vertices. This G 2r,r´1 is, of course, only known to be a subgraph of G 1 that does not need to be induced. In fact, the absence of blue wicked triangles in G entail that "many" edges of this subgraph that "in general" would only be known to be either blue or red must actually be red. Taking into account that G is J-free a quick case analysis shows that one of the three situations displayed in Figure 4 .2 arises. Observe that it might still be the case that some of the edges drawn blue in these pictures are actually red in G. If the configuration depicted in Figure 4 .2a occurs the edge xy is secure due to the RK r´2 shown there. Proof. Let V and w be the vertex set and weight function of G. Arguing indirectly we let px, y, zq be a wicked triangle contradicting either of these two statements and such that subject to this wpx, zq`wpy, zq is as large as possible. Set α " wpx, zq and β " wpy, zq.
Notice that α, β P t0, 1u and xz, yz are secure. Consequently, there are two pr´2q-sets A, B Ď V inducing red cliques such that x, z belong to the common red neighbourhood of A while y, z belong to the common red neighbourhood of B. Let us select these sets A
and B in such a way that k " |A X B| is maximal. Since pA X Bq Y tx, yu is a red clique and G is RK r -free, we have Notice that x, y, z R A Y B, set Q " pA Y Bq Y tx, y, zu, and assign weights to the vertices in Q by defining At this moment the weights γ q have done for us whatever they could do, and we proceed by assigning new weights to the vertices in Q and to v. To this end, we define n. In combination with (4.11) this leads to 2|A i |´α i ă 14 9 |A i |, i.e., α i ą 4 9 |A i |. Since the blue graph G induces on A i is triangle-free and , the case r " 2 of Theorem 1.2 entails that this blue graph is bipartite.
Thus for each i P rss there is a partition A i " B i Ÿ C i such that B i and C i are green cliques in G. The structure we have thereby found in G may be regarded as a homomorphism from G to a coloured graph of order m`s " r having a blue matching of size s and otherwise red edges only. Due to s ě 1 this proves Theorem 1.8.
